


“A Colourful Existence”, is comprised of a series of paintings that 
will take you on an emotional journey with nature. Influenced by 
my travels to Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, each painting 
acts as a visual diary chronicling not only the coexistence between 
human habitation and nature but also the emotions held within 
these places.

Our travels took us to the east, west and north of the province. 
Each place offering its own unique beauty and character. At 
every turn were scenes that took your breath away and filled 
you with joy and wonder. Using my signature colour palette and 
minimalistic style, I sought to convey the emotions evoked by the 
dramatic coastlines, sweeping barrens, and colourful architecture. 
I worked from my photographs, sketches, and memories to create 
each painting. It has been a joy to see my experiences manifest 
into physical form, into a tangible object for all to see and enjoy.

As you view each painting, I invite you to immerse yourself into 
a state of contemplation, exploration, and connection. Allow the 
emotions held within these places to fill you with a sense of joy 
and serenity.

These landscape paintings capture the essence of Newfoundland 
and Labrador’s beauty and vibrancy. They are an expression of the 
province’s inviting nature, colourful architecture and breathtaking 
vistas that exude a place of warmth and hospitality. Simply, they 
represent a colourful existence.

Michelina Williamson

A Colourful EXISTENCE

artist statement



A LOFTY VIEW
30X40, Acrylic

$2,700



WARM EMBRACE
12X12, Acrylic

$395

FISHERS’ LINE
14X18, Acrylic

$750



CALLING ME HOME
24X36, Acrylic

$2,600



MORE JELLY BEANS
14X18, Acrylic

$750

NESTLED
18X24, Acrylic

$1,300



DELIGHTFUL
16X20, Acrylic

$950



PARADISE LANE
16X20, Acrylic

$950

THE TREASURE BOX
14X18, Acrylic

$750



SUMMER ICE
18X24, Acrylic

$1,300



LISTEN
12X12, Acrylic

$395

JELLY BEANS
14X18, Acrylic

$750



POINT AMOUR
16X20, Acrylic

$950



‘Around the Corner & Out of this World’
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